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HIGH PRAISE FOR REAL ESTATE, MURDER, AND MAYHEM

UK BOOK REVIEWER CLAIMS ASHLEY ADDISON’S FIRST NOVEL A ‘MUST READ’

New York, NY, October 20, 2020: Calling Ms. Addison’s debut novel “original crime fiction with a

sublime twist of humour” BookViral states “it doesn’t get any better than Ms. Addison’s debut

novel.”

Noting the often lack-luster entries in the Women Sleuths literary genre, BookViral commends

Ms.

Addison for her fast pace, top-notch characters, and her ability to balance comedy and

suspense. Ashley

Addison’s first book in the Vivianne Murphy Mystery Series is noted as a promising New & Rising

Entry

in 2020 and leaves the reader hoping Book 2 is released soon. Real Estate, Murder, and Mayhem

can be

purchased in paperback or kindle editions at Amazon US and Amazon UK. Read the full

BookViral review

here: https://bookviralreviews.com/book-reviews/real-estate-murder-and-mayhem/ Recommend

for

the coveted BookViral Crimson Quill Award here: https://bookviralreviews.com/crimson-

quillnominations/

BookViral, based in the UK, is recognized as one of the best, impartial book review sites today.

With almost 20 years in the industry, BookViral provides unbiased and critical reviews offering

perceptive and enlightening perspectives on literary style and content.

Author Ashley Addison is a writer in the prime of her life.

Originally from New York, she chose to make her home in the
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Pacific Northwest two decades ago; she is still not certain she

likes it very much. An accomplished real estate professional,

home decorator, water colorist, and closet baker, Ms.

Addison presents the first book in the Vivianne Murphy novel

series. Real Estate, Murder, and Mayhem is co-authored

with Sassy, her rat terrier mix breed dog, who believes she is

descended from royalty and prefers to be addressed as

Princess Sassy.
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